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Boletín de Oportunidades de Cooperación: TIC 23/4/2021
Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Búsquedas de Socios
Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Demandas
Austrian company is looking for partners for the creation of a novel collection box for electronic
waste
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2021-06-28
As part of an open innovation challenge, the innovation unit of a big Austrian company is looking
for technology partners to co-create a new recycling system for the decentralised collection of ewaste. Requested topics are the design of the e-waste box using new technologies that enable a
first-class user experience with a digital interface (customer motivation) and streamlined
operations (fill-level etc.). Commercial agreements with technical assistance or technical
cooperations are proposed.
ICT partner sought for managing information on transportation mobility in road networks
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-20
The Department for infrastructure and land development of the regional government of Biscay
(Basque Country, north of Spain) has launched a challenge through an open-innovation platform:
How can users of the road network make the most of the mobility information available gathered
from road sensors’ data which will result in positive impacts on the local economy and
environment of the region? A commercial cooperation with technical assistance or a research
cooperation shall address this issue.
A French SME specialised in millimetric wave radar signal analysis is looking for technical
cooperation agreements in order to process signals via Artificial Intelligence
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-21
The SME located in Southern France is specialised in contactless technologies. Based on
millimeter wave research program, they created a radar to determine unique cardiac motions.
Each cardiac motion represents a biometric signature for individual authentication. To improve
signal analysis of millimetric waves radar, the SME is looking for Artificial Intelligence based
processing methods. The SME would therefore be interested in technical cooperation
agreements in the EU.
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Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Ofertas
A Greek SME offers a forecasting system, providing sea characteristics and other support
services, on high local resolution and looking for expanding it for commercial or joint venture or
research agreements
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
A Greek SME dealing with IT solution for the environment offers a sea forecasting platform of
high analysis, using satellite data. The platform is integrated, providing useful information for a
multitude of end-users and it can cover any sea of the globe. The Greek company is looking for
various partners, from various sectors for commercial or joint venture agreements or participation
in research projects.
COVID-19: Ukrainian company offering a device for air purification from pathogenic viruses and
bacteria, including COVID-19, in crowded places, is looking for international partners
Update: 2021-04-14 - Deadline: 2022-04-15
The Ukrainian company has created a device to clean the air from pathogenic viruses and
bacteria, including COVID-19 in crowded places, premises and transport. Existing devices ionize
the air, and this device electrifies the air and collects pathogenic viruses and bacteria on one of
the electrodes. Companies interested in purchasing a prototype or serial production of this device
for commercial operation under a license or production agreements are wanted.
Decomposition of compound muscle action potentials in a noninvasive way
Update: 2021-04-15 - Deadline: 2022-04-16
Slovenian researchers developed and patented an invention for achieving higher resolution while
decoding brain-to-muscle signals. The invention performs the decomposition of compound
muscle potentials into the contributions of individual motor units or their respective combinations.
The advantage of the invention is that it noninvasive and improves understanding of motor
system responses. Researchers are looking companies to sign license and/or research
cooperation agreement in EU and beyond.
Canadian SME offers expertise in image/pattern recognition and data science to link scores from
a large database of consumer evaluated product ideas/concepts (based on survey data)
Update: 2021-04-15 - Deadline: 2022-04-16
A Canadian consumer insights company has created an innovation platform designed to rapidly
test new consumer products through primary data collection. The company is seeking a partner
SME in Germany to develop a technology cooperation project and apply to a joint funding
program via NRC IRAP in Canada and ZIM in Germany. Partnerships considered: Research
cooperation agreement
AI platform for automated energy flexibility, cost management, and carbon reduction
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
The UK SME has developed a unique Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven platform for optimising
energy capacity, reducing carbon footprint and harnessing energy flexibility within commercial
premises. They are seeking commercial and technical cooperation with non-domestic energy
users such as factories, offices, schools, retailers and hospitality etc. which are considering future
energy strategies and reducing carbon footprint.
Dutch manufacturer of voice communication systems for air traffic and maritime traffic controllers
is looking for system integrators for a commercial agreement.
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Update: 2021-04-16 - Deadline: 2022-04-17
A Dutch manufacturer of voice communication systems for air traffic and maritime traffic
controllers is looking for system integrators active in offshore wind industry. The company is
looking for system integrators to implement their technology with partners in offshore wind
projects in the framework of commercial agreements with technical assistance or research
cooperation.

An ultra-low power hardware module that plugs any sensor or device coding-free into the internet
ecosystems
Update: 2021-04-15 - Deadline: 2022-04-16
An East of England start-up company has launched an ultra-low power WiFi module and
platform, which allows connected device makers to prove their ideas in minutes and make enduser products ready to market in a few days without writing any code. Solution providers of
automation systems, home automation, security providers, monitoring systems and the like are
sought to acquire the design or the modules under license agreements.
New X-ray imaging technology to enhance image quality, lower X-ray dose and contrast material
volume in angiography and fluoroscopy applications
Update: 2021-04-14 - Deadline: 2022-04-15
A Hungarian SME has developed a new X-ray imaging method to visualize blood vessel structure
and peripheral artery pathologies. The patented technology reduces necessary X-ray dose to
70% and contract material volume to 50% for many X-ray fluoroscopy and angiography
applications. The company is open to build partnership with medical X-ray instrument
manufacturers, hospitals for joint R&D projects and with partners interested in the EU and USA
markets. The technology is ready for licensing.
French producer of a plug and play device to prevent cyberattacks is looking for technical
cooperation agreements
Update: 2021-04-14 - Deadline: 2022-04-15
The SME, located in Southern France, produces a plug and play device to prevent its clients from
potential cyber attacks. Cyber prevention is usually very costly and not continuous,hence this
innovative solution represents a sustainable response to this growing challenge. The device
represents a preventive solution to protect companies from cybercrime by detecting risks and
producing 24/7 audit reports. To accelerate its growth, the SME is looking for technical
cooperation agreements in the EU.
Serious games for the autonomous measurement of balance and its rehabilitation are offered for
research or technical cooperation agreements.
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
A Spanish research team experienced in the field of serious games and its application for
rehabilitation, has developed an interactive system for measuring one of the most used balance
tests in clinics, and performing rehabilitation exercises using RGBD devices (colour and depth
cameras). For its actual deployment at home, the team is looking for companies in the field of
technology and healthcare or elderly care to make a prototype based on a research or a
technical cooperation agreement.
Consultancy and development services offered in the area of distributed clock synchronisation for
data acquisition purposes.
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
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A Cypriot start-up specialising in data acquisition, signal processing, distributed clock
synchronisation, underwater acoustics, and electronic hardware prototyping aspires to engage in
Services cooperation agreements with interested parties. Consultancy and development services
are offered for fulfilling real-time data acquisition requirements. Methodologies and
hardware/software have been developed to provide streams of synchronised data from a large
number of analogue sources

Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Demandas
Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Ofertas
An Albanian software development company seeks ICT partners abroad to offer IT
outsourcing/near-shoring services, to get engaged in an outsourcing agreement
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-21
An Albanian Company, which provides software development services to the public and private
sector, is searching for partners operating in ICT fields to offer IT outsourcing/near-shoring
services. It is specialized in offering different services such as software development, custom
software development for web, mobile and desktop, database development, integration and GIS
services, maintenance, IT security etc. Outsourcing agreements would be suitable.
Croatian manufacturer of panels, cold rooms and refrigeration doors is looking for cold room
installers to act under distribution agreement
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-21
A Croatian manufacturer with over 35 years of experience in production of panels, cold rooms
and refrigeration doors is looking for cold room installers who would act as a distributor of their
cold rooms in its country.
Russian company engaged in Internet promotion is looking for new partners
Update: 2021-04-19 - Deadline: 2022-04-20
A Russian company from Yekaterinburg is engaged in the promotion of any business with the
help of online advertising. The company works with any digital tasks: advertising, creative,
strategy, and production. The Russian company is looking for foreign partners to conclude an
outsourcing agreement.
A French company is looking for distributors worldwide for robot integration in automotive and
non-automotive industry
Update: 2021-04-14 - Deadline: 2022-04-15
A French company designing, selling and commissioning robot integration for the automotive,
aerospace, pharmaceutical and general industries is looking for agents and/or distributors for
cooperation under distribution services and/ or commercial agency agreements to expand on
new markets.
IT Romanian company is interested to collaborate, based on outsourcing agreement or
subcontracting agreement, with interested partners on web development, mobile development,
desktop applications and cloud solutions
Update: 2021-04-19 - Deadline: 2022-04-20
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The Romanian software outsourcing company is located in North-Eastern part of Romania and it
is focused on web development, mobile development, desktop applications and cloud solutions.
The company is offering outsourcing services or subcontracting agreement since own teams can
adapt to either work as a remote extension of clients’ teams or as fully autonomous teams that
can design and deliver a product according to the clients’ specifications.

Czech company offers expert system for the interpretation of biomarkers, hormones, and other
laboratory results in oncology, thyreology and reproduction endokrinology under license or
commercial agency agreement
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-21
A Czech company has developed a biomarkers-based diagnostic software allowing physicians
carrying out diagnosis of tumours or diagnostics of recurrence using large volume data from
thousands of patients. Company is looking for partners from medical sector which could
implement the expert system or producer of eHealth product under license agreement or
company for selling software product under commercial agency agreement.
Israeli software company with cutting-edge management platform for security systems offers
license agreements
Update: 2021-04-13 - Deadline: 2022-04-14
An Israeli software company founded in 2013, developed a simple and easy platform to manage
the entire security system for small to medium organizations. The company provides an easy-tooperate, yet efficient, platform for managing all aspects of security systems of organizations. The
company is looking for resellers of software in the field of security systems under license
agreement or to connect with integrators under subcontracting agreements.
German full-service e-learning provider seeks partners from companies, universities and public
institutions for license agreements
Update: 2021-04-16 - Deadline: 2022-04-17
An innovative e-learning provider from Northern Germany develops tailor-made e-learning
solutions such as online study courses or online training courses for companies, universities and
public institutions. It offers for instance license agreements based on an all-in-one solution: from
the development of a course concept to production and platform provision. As the e-learning
provider is a subsidiary company of a university, it early integrates current trends in the e-learning
sector.
A Turkish company specialized in information technology service management and enterpriselevel application development looks for license agreements
Update: 2021-04-14 - Deadline: 2022-04-15
A Turkish IT company that has been specialized in information technology service management
(ITSM), call-centre operation management, customer service management and enterprise-level
application development looks for license agreement partners to increase its market share
abroad.
A Turkish technology company developing vendor and technology independent network
observability solutions seeks commercial agency agreements
Update: 2021-04-20 - Deadline: 2022-04-21
A Turkish IT company develops end-to-end network observability tools to support network
operators’ daily operations. The company uses cross-domain correlation and real-time reports to
reduce operators’ operation and capital expenses, which creates cost savings. The company is
looking for commercial agencies.
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Swedish SME specialized in high precision automation solutions is looking for distributors and
agents
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
The Swedish SME is a supplier of nanometer precision automation solutions for high precision
microscopy, analysis equipment and production equipment. The SME provides a plug & play
solution of high precision piezo stages as well as customized stages and customer specific
solutions. The SME is looking for distributors and agents that have end customers in the life
science and/or the semiconductor industry but also for manufacturers of equipment for those
industries.
French company seeks software licensees for its 3D real time test benches dedicated to the
development of mobile robotic systems, drone and intelligent vehicles
Update: 2021-04-13 - Deadline: 2022-04-14
A French company specialized in monitoring control, perception and software has developed a
platform for hardware in the loop (HIL) 3D and real-time simulation to develop instrumented
systems like autonomous robots, drones or vehicles. The purpose of this tool for tests and
simulation, allows users to test and validate algorithms before using them with real vehicles in
real conditions. The company is looking for software resellers under a license agreement.
Software and hardware solution and test services from a Chinese IT company open to
partnership through commercial agency agreement
Update: 2021-04-12 - Deadline: 2022-04-13
The Chinese company supplies systems and products in the areas of electronics,
electromechanics, and software and hardware designs for business clients in
telecommunications, medical technology, industry, defence and many other sectors. The
company is offering software and hardware testing service to its clients in the Chinese market,
and aims to expand its business horizon abroad through signing commercial agency agreement
with new foreign partners.

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK CANARIAS
Si identifica algún perfil de interés y quiere iniciar conversaciones y negociaciones con su propietario,
indíquenos su título y referencia e iniciaremos el procedimiento.
Si usted no desea recibir más el Boletín Electrónico de Perfiles de Cooperación vía e-mail remita un correo
a eencanarias@itccanarias.org
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